
Jardi� Coron� Men�
13301 US-183 Hwy, 78750, Austin, US, United States

+15122501061 - https://www.jardincoronaaustin.com/

A complete menu of Jardin Corona from Austin covering all 17 courses and drinks can be found here on the food
list. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the website. What

User likes about Jardin Corona:
here is heavenly! the customer service is fantastic and eating is literally dying! first picture is el pastor tacos were
tasteful with spicy and all beautiful, second is flautas crispy roasted tortillas with the perfectly seasoned hen and
rice (I have no buzzing extra rice,) third enchiladas, which were with such rich taste cheesy and soft. read more.
The rooms in the restaurant are wheelchair accessible and can also be used with a wheelchair or physiological
limitations, Depending on the weather conditions, you can also sit outside and eat and drink. What User doesn't

like about Jardin Corona:
we were happy to eat here, have heard good things about it, but we waited 10 min and no service. server went

by and a sweet bus boy tried to find someone waiting for us. no very good first impression. sad. when the service
was like that, what did that say about eating? read more. In the morning, you can enjoy a rich brunch at Jardin

Corona, freely at your own will, Especially, many visitors are looking forward to the diverse, tasty Mexican
cuisine.
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Salad�
TACOS

Appet�er�
FLAUTAS

Egg� & Pancake�
OMELETTE

Enchilada�
ENCHILADAS SUIZAS

Tapa� Caliente� - Warm�
Tapa�
CHORIZO

M�ica�
ENCHILADAS

Drink�
DRINKS

Restauran� Categor�
AMERICAN

M�ica� dishe�
TACO

CHICKEN ENCHILADAS

Ingredient� Use�
TRAVEL

CARROTS

CHEDDAR

CHEDDAR CHEESE

ONION

CHICKEN
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Opening Hours:
Monday 11:00 -22:00
Tuesday 11:00 -22:00
Wednesday 11:00 -22:00
Thursday 11:00 -22:00
Friday 11:00 -23:00
Saturday 08:00 -23:00
Sunday 08:00 -22:00
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